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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true about L2TP tunnels? (Choose two.)
A. They are initiated by the LNS.
B. They are initiated by the LAC.
C. Traffic is clear text.
D. Traffic isencrypted .
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about SnapLock Compliance?
A. It provides a fast, centralized, andcosteffective disktodisk
backup solution.
B. It has no ability to delete data other than through physical
destruction or removal of drives.
C. It allows administrators to delete entire volumes.
D. It is an integrated compliance and data protection solution
for unstructured data.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Wan is the program manager for his organization. He has been
hearing reports that some project team members are complaining
about the number of hours they're required to work on the
program's projects and that some scheduling of team assignments
are conflicting with their regular operational duties. You
investigate the problem and agree that many team members are
being assigned too much work within a given time period. You
decide to enforce resource leveling heuristics to thirty hours
of project work per week maximum. What will likely happen to
the program and projects?
A. The cost of the program and project will increase.
B. The morale of the project managers will decline.
C. The risks of failure will increase.
D. The schedule to complete the work will take longer.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is most valuable when using the internet as an
investigative source?
A. A powerful search engine
B. A team of AML investigators
C. A reference list of websites known to yield credible
information
D. A combination of independent thinking and technical skills
Answer: C
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